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Abstract: The role of rotational alignment during grating writing is comprehensively examined by the measurement of
core luminescence from a Ge-doped 12 ring photonic crystal fibre, computer simulation of transmission and, definitively,
by inscription of gratings at three angles– 0°, 30° and the optimum luminescent angle for this fibre, 21.5°. All experimental results were in accordance with each other and in agreement with simulation. Control of the rotational alignment
of the fibre is demonstrably critical for reproducible grating writing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rotational symmetry within structured optical fibres
such as suspended core fibres [1], photonic crystal fibres [2]
and Fresnel fibres [3], introduces a challenge to grating writing not present when using conventional rotationally invariant solid fibres. High levels of scattered light arise from
multiple interface reflections within the hole array and vary
as the structure is rotated under illumination. This scatter
carries information regarding the fibre structure and this
property has been used as a photonic crystal filter [4] and for
signal encryption [5]. For grating writing, the variation of
light reaching the core can potentially determine whether
grating writing within structured fibres succeeds or not. An
obvious solution to overcome scatter is to temporarily fill the
holes with index matching fluids [6, 7]. However, this approach is restricted to wavelengths above the band edge of
the fibre material and is increasingly problematic for shorter
wavelengths. For 193 nm appropriate index-matching solutions are not readily available and, in addition, higher-order
photon effects both in the UV and in the near IR can cause
significant heating of the fluids, if they are too close to the
fibre core, which can damage the fibre.
In spite of this scatter, Bragg grating writing has been
demonstrated in various structured fibres including: (a)
photonic crystal fibres with photosensitive germanosilicate
cores, with and without hydrogen using single photon excitation [8-11]; (b) in Er3+-doped aluminosilicate core photonic
crystal fibres using two-photon excitation [12, 13]; and (c) in
pure single material silica fibres also using two-photon excitation [14, 15] and higher exponent femtosecond laser inscription [16]. However, the scatter of light incident from the
side of the fibre does cause variation in the intensity within
the fibre core during grating writing, both through incoherent
scattering and coherent interference. This poses significant
challenges to grating reproducibility. In the case of higher
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exponent processes, this variation is sufficient to mark the
difference between successful and unsuccessful grating writing. Greater control of the writing process is required.
In this paper, the implications of the variance in rotational scatter on conventional, single UV photon grating
writing within a structured fibre containing 12 rings are considered. The measured UV-induced luminescence from typeII [17] germanosilicate oxygen deficient centre (Ge-ODC)
defects, further classified as luminescence defects [18],
within the germanium-doped fibre core is compared with
results obtained for actual grating writing in the fibre. Numerical simulation is also used to further elaborate the origin
of the particular optimum angle observed.
2. FIBRE AND FDTD SIMULATION
The fibre used in this work is a commercially sourced 12ring photonic crystal fibre (Crystal Fibre). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section is shown
in Fig. (1a). It has a 33 μm triangular lattice of holes
(hole diam = 0.625 μm, pitch  = 1.44 μm) with a triangular
core made up of four defects. In the centre of this core is a
photosensitive step-index region (core diam = 3 μm) of germanosilicate glass within the overall diameter (fibre diam =120 μm).
The fibre is single mode at 1550 nm. Both Type I and Type
IIa gratings have been recently demonstrated [7] in this fibre
without rotational alignment of the lattice.
Type I grating inscription requires the core of the fibre be
illuminated with sufficient power intensity to induce the required refractive index change within the germanosilicate
core in spite of the scattering of light from the lattice. Computer simulation using finite difference time domain (FDTD)
has been used to study and anticipate the dependence on rotation. To date, simulations of an idealized four-ring structure into which gratings are typically inscribed using a free
space interferometric system or direct writing through an
optical phase mask, have been done with ray trace software
and with FDTD software. Contradictory results were observed given the limitations in the ray trace analysis, but
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both highlighted the role of scattering to the grating writing
process.
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simulation grid mesh size is 30 nm. In this 2-D simulation,
only the orthogonal excitation of the structure from the outside was considered despite the diffraction orders from the
phase mask having a vectorial component angled ~30-35° to
the fibre axis. The justification for this is the net index
change dependence on cumulative fluence and the fact that
the bulk of the scatter is dictated by the orthogonal component. The angled component will affect the quality of the
fringe pattern at the core rather than the total cumulative
fluence.
The resultant contour plots of the electric field amplitude
are shown below (Fig. 2) for three angles: 0° direction, 21.5°
(the angle of greatest experimentally determined fluorescence - see below) and 30°. It can be seen that 21.5° has the
highest amount of light within the photosensitive core at the
centre of the triangular core. Integration of the central core
region also confirms this with normalized total fields of 0.87,
0.92 and 1.00 ± 0.01 a.u. for the 30°, 0° and 21.5° cases respectively. It is therefore expected, in the first instance that
the largest index change will be obtained at 21.5° if the index
change arises purely from GeODC generated polarisability
changes within the photosensitive core alone. For both 0°
and 30° any induced changes are likely to be identical within
experimental error. However, given the very high germanium content, this fibre is susceptible to early type IIa
grating formation [7], which inherently depends on corecladding stress changes [21, 22]. A component of index
change which may extend beyond the photosensitive core is
likely to be present. The experiments reported here using this
unusual triangular structured core, provide spatial determination and can in principle be used as an excellent qualitative
probe of the contributions of the index change from both
defect polarisability and core-cladding stresses.

Fig. (1). (a) SEM micrograph of Crystal Fibre NL-1550 12-ring
photonic crystal fibre (PCF) and (b) Model framework for simulation showing the 0° or K direction, the UV light writing light is
incident from above.

An IR multi-photon grating inscription model [19] where
refractive index change in the core glass is induced by very
tightly focused femtosecond duration IR light pulses, similarly highlighted the importance of scatter. These simulations
were performed under a very different writing conditions
than the plane wave CW 244 nm excitation or the approximate plane wave 193 nm ArF source illumination achieved
at the ~40 μm FWHM cylindrical lens focus employed in
this work. Recent work in a highly birefringent fibre [20]
with only one layer of holes did not exhibit a significant rotational dependence, which is expected given the few interface layers involved.
A commercially available FDTD software package (Optiwave Corporation) is used in this work to better understand
the angular dependence of the light reaching the core. Fig.
(1b) shows the model framework used in the simulation
based on the SEM image of Fig. (1a). A plane wavefront of
193 nm radiation is incident from the top of Fig. (1b) with a
Gaussian spatial profile (40 μm FWHM) and a fluence of
500 mJ/cm2, consistent with typical writing conditions. The

Fig. (2). FDTD simulation output for 193 nm illumination from the
left for 0°, 21.5° and 30°angles. The UV light is incident from the
left. The positions of the air holes are shown in white; the tri-lobed
core region is outlined in red for clarity.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental investigation of illuminating the 12ring PCF was undertaken with two objectives: (1) to measure
the defect-generated luminescence from the centre of the
fibre core under 244 nm excitation and (2) to examine the
grating strength achieved when gratings were written into the
fibre at different known angles. In contrast to 193 nm, 244
nm was chosen for this work as the ODC blue luminescence
quantum efficiency and continuous vs pulsed illumination
yield detectable signal levels. However, grating writing itself
is carried out at 193 nm as this has been shown to be more
efficient without hydrogen [10].
3.1. Defect Luminescence
The fluorescence experiment matched the grating writing
condition of a plane wavefront illuminating the fibre and
coupling to the core with the fibre illuminated by 244 nm
UV light from a frequency doubled Ar+ laser focused
through a cylindrical lens (f.l. = 500 mm) to generate blue
luminescence from excitation of the Ge(ODC) defects within
the core over a 2 mm length of fibre. The fibre core was positioned within the Rayleigh range of the lens for approximately parallel, diffraction-free illumination. The fibre was
rotated constantly with a motorized rotary actuator and the
fluorescence signal was measured on a filtered Si detector.
The end of the fibre was imaged by a CMOS camera, illustrated in Fig. (3).
The average fluorescence signal power recorded was 40
nW with a rotational variance of 20 nW (-8 / +12 nW which
is -20 to +30% variation about the average value with rotation. The measurement had a statistical error per point of ±
20 pW. The excellent regularity of the lattice structure is
evident in the regular intervals in the continuous data stream
shown in Fig. (4). The fluorescence maxima is observed at
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21.5° which determined the selection of 21.5° for the simulation described earlier. Generally, it is interesting to comment
that overall the variation is insufficient to stop grating writing for single photon grating processes but sufficient to stop
two or more photon excitation processes carried out just below the damage threshold. From these experiments, it can be
concluded that if the index change is solely arising from defect polarisability changes confined to the photosensitive
core alone, then the angle of 21.5° is the optimum angle for
grating writing of Type I gratings in this fibre.
3.2. Grating Writing
The angle resolved inscription of a grating remains the
definitive test to experimentally determine the optimum
angle for grating writing in PCF. The confirmation of any
correlation between luminescence at 244 nm and Type I grating writing at 193 nm will emerge from analysis of actual
written gratings. The experimental arrangement is similar to
previously published work [7] with the addition of dual, precision motorized rotary actuators to hold the fibre as shown
in Fig. (5). A coupling optimized splice to the PCF’s left
hand end ensures light is coupled into the fundamental mode
of the PCF core. This enables in-situ monitoring of grating
growth using a transmitted tunable semiconductor laser (1pm
resolution). The right hand side of the sample is first imaged
by the CMOS camera to set the angle of the fibre core with
respect to the illuminating 193 nm laser light, and then subsequently butt coupled for diagnostic transmission.
Inscription of 9 gratings at three angles, 0°, 21.5° and
30°, was undertaken with the 193 nm laser fluence into the
fibre held constant, within practical limits. The comparative
results are shown in Fig. (6). They show that the average
index change, nav, is highest when core is illuminated at
21.5°, in agreement with both the luminescence study and
simulation. This agreement is taken as a measure of the con-
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Fig. (3). Schematic of 244 nm exited Ge-Oxygen deficient site fluorescence experiment with image of fluorescence signal emanating from
244 nm irradiation along the M direction.
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Fig. (4). The longitudinal rotation angular dependence of the 244 nm induced signal.

tribution to scatter that the 12-ring structure of the fibre engenders.
That said, the definition a type II absorption Ge(ODC, II
A) and a type II luminescence Ge(ODC, II L) [18] does
mean the writing wavelength of 193 nm engages with the
higher energy absorption of the Ge(ODC, II A) site and this
work did not measure the alteration in 400 nm luminescence
during the grating writing exposure which has been used as a
measure of physical change within the glass [18].
In contrast, the index modulation reflected by the
strength of the gratings as shown in Fig. (6b), does show
some variance in the evolution of the grating strength with
cumulative 193 nm fluence coupling into the core via the
absorption Ge(ODC, II A). Modal interference or beating
can be observed [7] – this fibre also supports a tri-lobed
higher order mode which can be excited and beats with the
fundamental mode as the average index increases, and therefore phase matching at the spliced output varies accordingly.
Unlike the average index, the index modulation is determined by the fringe contrast and the quality of the interference. Therefore, whilst 21.5° may give the best overall result
in terms of the highest amount of 244 nm and, by inference,
193nm light accessing the core, it may in turn be far more
sensitive to variations from the orthogonal axis which can
give rise to differences in constructive and destructive interference at the core from which the fringe profile is derived.
What these results indicate is that not only is the quantity of

Cylindrically focused 193nm
ArF illumination

UV light reaching the core important for grating growth but
so too is the local interference, both constructive and destructive, arising from scattering at all the various interfaces
within the coherence of the writing laser (~400 μm). This
will determine a number of parameters including grating
strength, the transverse profile across the core and so on. All
of this indicates that alignment is far more critical for reproducible fringe profiles and therefore grating strengths within
these fibres than for conventional photosensitive fibres.
Finally we note that the onset “threshold” of Type IIa
grating formation is not severely affected by the interference
although the grating strength itself is. This suggests that
within the resolution of this optical probe, both n changes
for Type I and Type IIa gratings are predominantly within
the doped core and at the interface between the doped core
and the rest of the core.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulation, measurement of 400 nm core luminescence,
the onset of type IIa formation, achieved grating strength and
average index change have been studied to gauge the impact
of scattering within a 12-ring photonic crystal fibre. There is
overall consistent agreement between Ge(ODC, II L) luminescence experiments, simulation and, definitively, grating
writing to indicate that control of the rotational alignment of
the writing beam with respect to the fibre is critical for single
and particularly multi-photon inscription processes to ensure
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Fig. (5). The rotationally agile grating writing arrangement.
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reproducible quantities of light reach the photosensitive core.
The alignment necessary to ensure local scattering induced
interference does not affect the holographic fringe visibility
required to actually inscribe the periodic structure that determines the grating strength is a significant challenge.
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